
Board Retreat

March 10, 2023 



WELCOME

As you consider the strategic 
plan, what value would you like 

to see represented, lived or 
embodied?



Every student in Highline 

Public Schools is known 

by name, strength and 

need, and graduates 

prepared for the future 

they choose.

Our Promise



Listening Tour Feedback
We have many things to be proud of in Highline. 
Some of our strengths include: 

● Students report being known by name and 
having at least one meaningful relationship 
with an adult at their school.

● Students can articulate their strengths and feel 
their strengths are acknowledged by adults.

● Families express a deep sense of gratitude 
and growing satisfaction with Highline.

● Staff and board members share a deep 
dedication to the communities they serve and 
to equitable practice and policy.



Listening Tour Feedback
The listening tour also highlighted areas where we need 
to improve. In Highline, we must:

● Ensure every student feels safe and welcome at 
school and address bullying.

● Provide academic experiences that stretch and 
challenge students and prepare them for future 
success.

● Improve policies, practices and programs to provide 
consistent support to students receiving special 
education services.

● Strengthen the partnership between schools and 
central office in support of students.

● Recommit to the Highline Promise to achieve equity 
and focus our efforts on the strategic plan goals.

● Offer equitable opportunities to students across 
schools.



Our Promise: Every student is known by name, strength and need, and graduates prepared for the future they choose. 

CULTURE OF 
BELONGING

Ensuring a respectful and 
compassionate culture where 

all feel safe, valued, and 
welcomed. 



Our Promise: Every student is known by name, strength and need, and graduates prepared for the future they choose. 

STUDENT 
LEARNING

Providing equitable academic 
experiences and opportunities 

that stretch, engage, and 
challenge students. 



Our Promise: Every student is known by name, strength and need, and graduates prepared for the future they choose. 

BILINGUAL 
& BILITERATE

Preparing students to graduate 
bilingual and biliterate. 



Our Promise: Every student is known by name, strength and need, and graduates prepared for the future they choose. 

FUTURE 
READY

Preparing all students with the life 
skills and experiences they 

need to be ready for the 
future they choose. 



CULTURE OF 
BELONGING

Our Promise: Every student is known by name, strength and need, and graduates prepared for the future they choose. 

STUDENT 
LEARNING

BILINGUAL & 
BILITERATE

FUTURE 
READY

Ensuring a respectful 
and compassionate 

culture where 
all feel safe, valued, 

and welcomed. 

Preparing students with 
the life skills and 
experiences they 

need to be ready for the 
future they choose. 

Providing equitable 
academic experiences and 

opportunities 
that stretch, engage, and 

challenge students. 

Preparing students to 
graduate bilingual and 

biliterate. 



CULTURE OF 
BELONGING

Collaboration Intellectually Curious

Career Readiness Critical Thinking

Communication Culturally Competent

Solves Problems Embraces Differences

BILINGUAL 
& 

BILITERATE

STUDENT 
LEARNING

FUTURE 
READY



FREEDOM DREAMING
“Freedom dreaming is imagining worlds that are just, representing 
people’s full humanity, centering people left on the edges, thriving in 
solidarity with folx from different identities who have struggled 
together for justice, and knowing that dreams are just around the 
corner with the might of people power ”~Dr. Bettina Love



FREEDOM 
DREAMING 
IN ACTION 

I'd Like You To Imagine That It Is 2043 And Education In 
Highline Reflects the Aspirations of Our Promise that 
Every Student in Highline Public Schools is Known by 

Name, Strength and Need, and Graduates Prepared for 
the Future They Choose.

When we split into groups, each group will review and respond to the 
prompts and then share out with the larger group for additional 
feedback. 



FREEDOM DREAMING GOALS:

Imagine that it is 
2043 - what needs 

to take place for 
these goals to be 

true…. Student Learning: 
Ensuring academic 

experiences that 
result in better 
outcomes for 

students.

Culture of 
Belonging: Creating 
school cultures where 

students, families, 
and staff experience a 

sense of belonging 
and well-being.

Bilingual and 
Biliterate:

Students will graduate 
bilingual and biliterate 

(multilingual and 
multiliterate).

Future Ready: 
Preparing our 

students for the future 
they choose.



FREEDOM DREAMING 

What would a school 
that has achieved these 
goals look like, feel like, 

and sound like?

What needs to take 
place for these goals to 

be achieved? What 
actions would you have 

taken in your role 
specifically?



Feedback Review
● Briefly review the ThoughtExchange 

materials individually
● Break into 5 groups and answer the 

following questions for each goal:
○ What jumped out at you?
○ What resonated with you?
○ What themes did you see?

● Share reflections with the full group
● Reflection:

○ What connections/common themes 
did you see across the 
ThoughtExchanges and Freedom 
Dreaming feedback?



Strategic Plan Next Steps
Anticipated Timeline:
● Introduction of Goals: March 29
● Strategic Plan Advisory Groups: March-April 2023
● Action on Goals: April 19
● Development of Metrics and Implementation plans: March-June 2023



Debrief of the 3/1 work session on the 
Workforce Turnover Report



Street Data: 
a Next-Generation Model 

for Equity, Pedagogy, & 
School Transformation

Chapter 8: 
Part IV, Transform the Culture

Highline Board Book Study 2023



Let’s take a few 
moment to review 

chapter 8 
(pp. 169 -194).



…we’re trying to disrupt the discourse 
and the legacy of our entire society so 
we can do almost anything…We have 
the permission to be transformational. 
We have the permission to do 
something different. We have the 
permission to listen to kids and to 
respond to them.



Equity Transformation Cycle
We are striving to address deep-seated equity challenges that have persisted 
for decades…we cannot PDSA our way our of these challenges.

RE-IMAGINE

UNCOVER

LISTEN

MOVE
Mindset of 
Courage

Mindset of 
Radical 
Inclusion

Mindset of 
Curiosity

Mindset of 
Creativity

reflect & collaborate
reflect & collaborate
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4 Elements that Promote Shame:
• Perfectionism
• Either/Or Thinking
• Power Hoarding
• Defensiveness

Let’s work to avoid these as we disrupt 
the discourse. Let’s transform.



Using map level data to focus on a 
margin and dig deeper.

• What map level data do we have? 
• What is it showing us about who is in 

the margins?
• Who do we want to learn more from?





Listen with a 
Mindset of 

Radical 
Inclusion:

•Empathy 
interview

•Co-gen



Uncover with a 
Mindset of 
Curiosity:

• Street Data 
Analysis

• Equity Learning 
Walks/Instructional 
Rounds (Students 
as Colleagues)



Reimagine with a 
Mindset of 
Creativity:

• Student-Informed 
Curriculum

• Student-Driven PD
• Student Design 

Challenges
• Stu-Led 

Conferences



Move with a 
Mindset of 
Courage

(where the 
rubber meets the 

road)
• Safe to fail 

experiments



Some Street Data Methods Mentioned:
• Empathy interview
• Co-gen
• Street data analysis
• Equity learning walks



Our Data & Assessment 
Team is Already Collecting 

Street Data!
• Youth Wisdom Council
• Rebekah, Jenny, Leon from D & A
• Leon facilitated empathy interview
• Jenny took notes/data



Process 
1. Explain what street data is/role of listening
2. Name a problem of practice (map level data)
3. Share how we want to show up/framing
4. Let students set norms “Norming for Safety”
5. Students had a say in which questions to 

respond to
6. Students shared; Leon facilitated
7. Debrief—How did you feel valued & heard?
8. Padlet as a follow up



















What 
now?



Optimistic Closure
                                

“Anything worth doing is worth the collective.” 
Dr. Bettina L. Love

Reflection:

What is your commitment to the collective to accomplish 
the strategic plan?


